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Chapels: An Introduction
Chiara Franceschini, Steven F. Ostrow, and Patrizia Tosini

According to the Accademici della Crusca, in their first Vocabolario of 1612, a
chapel (cappella) is “a place within a church where one situates an altar for
celebrating [a Mass]. Lat. sacellum, aedicula, sacrarium.”1 This simple definition, as vague and open-ended as it might at first seem, is, in fact, the most
appropriate and flexible one to describe a place that in the early modern period assumed and served a variety of forms and functions, as this book demonstrates. The Crusca definition is also useful precisely because it indicates that
although every chapel is a sacred space endowed with an altar, it can be a
shrine or templelike structure, intimate in its scale or as large as that of an independent church (sacellum); it can be a simple architecturally framed altar,
either freestanding or placed against a wall (aedicula); and it can function as
a place for housing liturgical vessels, relics, or tombs (sacrarium).2 The chapel’s one constant feature—the altar—and its variety of forms and sizes also figure in Filippo Baldinucci’s Vocabolario of 1681, in which he defines a chapel
as a “place, or room in churches where one situates the altar. Lat. Sacellum,
aedicula, Sacrarium. And [the term] chapel, one also uses [to describe] a small
church, which one also calls [an] oratory.”3
The root of these definitions can be traced back to Durandus’s Rationale
divinorum officiorum (Rationale for the Divine Offices), a late-thirteenth-century liturgical treatise on the symbolism of church architecture, furnishings,
and rituals of worship, which—through its thirty-nine published editions
between 1473 and 1678 (including in 1568 and 1612)—enjoyed widespread popularity and authority. Durandus, in his discussion of priests, writes that “in
many places, priests are called chaplains [capellani]; because among the old
kings of France, when they went forth to war, they carried with them the
cope [capa] of Blessed Martin, which they kept in a certain tent; and from
[the word] cope [capa] the tent was called chapel [capella], and the clerics who
presided over this place are called chaplains [capellani].”4 This explanation
of the origin of “chapel” lives on today, as exemplified in the Oxford English
Dictionary, where we read that the etymology of the word derives “from the
Middle English chapele, the Old French chapele, and the Latin cappella, originally little cloak or cape, diminutive of cappa cloak, cape, cope. From the cappella or cloak of Saint Martin, preserved by the French kings as a sacred relic,
which was borne before them in battle, and used to give sanctity to oaths, the
name was applied to the sanctuary in which this was preserved under the
care of its cappellani or ‘chaplains,’ and thence generally to a sanctuary containing holy relics, attached to a palace, etc., and so to any private sanctuary
or holy place, and finally to any apartment or building for orisons or worship,
not being a church.”5
Durandus’s emphasis on the chaplain (capellanus), rather than on the
physical space over which he presided, also informs the third edition of the
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Crusca’s Vocabolario (of 1691), in which the term cappellania (chaplaincy) appears, defined as the “benefice that the chaplain (cappellano) enjoys.”6 We
move, in other words, beyond a space with an altar—the essential furnishing
to which others could be and were often added—to a material reward, sometimes in the form of property but most often a financial annuity or income,
known as a benefice (beneficium), which is given to a priest or cleric (cappellano) in exchange for an office (officium), which generally required the celebration of Masses in honor of the patron and/or his family and heirs.7 In the vast
majority of cases, a chapel was governed by what is known as jus patronatus,
the right of patronage established by Roman canon law, which provided a set
of rights and obligations of an individual or group—the patron or patrons.
It is a legal grant made by the governing body of a church out of gratitude
toward a benefactor for the gift of building and endowing the chapel and
funding, through a benefice, a chaplain. Thus, jus patronatus was intimately
tied to both the physical chapel and its chaplain or chaplains.
A chapel’s patron—a subject to which the essays in this volume devote
considerable attention—in addition to the right of designating a chaplain,
bore the responsibility to equip, maintain, and adorn the space that was allocated to him (or her) by the ecclesiastical institution (the church) in which
it was located. Equipping or furnishing a chapel, first and foremost, required
the provision of an altar and liturgical vessels but most often extended to an
altarpiece, and other pictorial or sculptural decorations, including tombs (in
the case of burial chapels) and reliquaries. And it was this responsibility that
enabled patrons to build and decorate the magnificent chapels that we find
in Rome and elsewhere. These patrons, like those for other monuments and
works of art, were widely diverse and included individual men and women,
both clerical and secular, families, and corporate bodies, such as confraternities or communal organizations. Beyond their obvious function as the site
of the celebration of Masses, they also served as vehicles for the expression
of individual, familial, communal, civic, and institutional identity and devotion. Each chapel, one could say, speaks, communicating to visitors through
its form and visual adornment the message its patron wished to articulate.
This practice of creating private chapels seems not to have been active—or
was modest at best—during most of the early medieval period, but beginning in the thirteenth century, chapels began to proliferate, especially in the
churches of the mendicant Orders, and reached its apogee in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. The history of the chapels attached to or within
old St. Peter’s illustrates this phenomenon well, for it was from the early thirteenth century that private donors began founding, decorating, and endowing numerous chapels, and this practice—which in some cases involved refurbishing or rebuilding an existing chapel—continued well into the sixteenth
century, only to come to an end with the demolition of what remained of the
Constantinian basilica.8
As was the case earlier, but especially during the early modern period,
chapels could assume a variety of forms (as alluded to above) and occupy a
number of different locales. It could be an independent structure, such as the
early-fourteenth-century Arena Chapel in Padua, or, as was more generally
the case, a space within or an addition to a larger structure, such as a church,
monastery, cemetery, or palace. As a part of a church, a chapel could occupy
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the high altar area (often the apse); it could be in a space within or attached
to the nave, side aisle, apse, or transept; or (as exemplified by the confessio
chapel discussed here by Steven F. Ostrow) it could be placed underground,
below the chancel. Similarly, chapels could vary widely in size, ranging from
little more than an adorned altar (as is the case of the example studied here
by Guendalina Serafinelli) to a monumental structure as large as many independent churches (such as the Cappella Gregoriana, the subject of Fabio
Barry’s essay). The one element all chapels have in common, as the definitions
cited above make clear, is an altar, which designates them as sacred domains,
sites for liturgical celebration (the Mass) and various forms of prayer and devotion. And it is important to stress that the chapels studied here, like all
such chapels, although private in the sense of belonging to and having been
funded by a particular patron or patrons, were also—at least on certain occasions—open to a larger public as sites for worship, private prayer, and, in
some instances, pilgrimage.
Following the Council of Trent, when the majority of the chapels discussed in this volume were created, the form and furnishings of chapels were
matters taken up at length by Carlo Borromeo (1538–1584) in his authoritative
Instructiones fabricae et supellectilis ecclesiasticae (Instructions on the Building
and Furnishings of Churches) of 1577, the sole post-Tridentine treatise on ecclesiastical architecture. Although primarily concerned with the archdiocese
of Milan, of which he was archbishop, Borromeo’s text was widely circulated
and exerted a considerable influence in Rome, where he had spent his formative years (1560–1565). In the first book of his treatise, he addressed the “main
chapel” (“De Cappella Maiori”) of a church as occupying the high altar area
within the building’s “head,” which he said should be “properly ornamented
with mosaics or some other illustrious pictorial or architectural decoration,
corresponding to the characteristics and dignity of the church.”9 Then, after
discussing the high altar, choir, and tabernacle of the Sacrament, he turned
to “minor chapels and altars” (“De Cappellis et Altaribus Minoribus”), providing detailed instructions about their location, form, size, access, and furnishings. He indicates that suitable spaces for chapels are the transept arms,
on either side of the main chapel (apse), at the heads of side aisles, and along
both sides of the church, “projecting outwards with respect to the body of
the church.” He insists on a symmetrical disposition and sufficient distance
between chapels “so that the priest celebrating Mass on one altar would not
be disturbed by one celebrating at another.” If several chapels are to be built
projecting outward from the side aisles, they should be equidistant from
each other, with “sufficient space between them so that windows for an adequate light can be put into the wall on either side,” and in churches with
a nave and side aisles, chapels should be placed “directly opposite a bay so
that their view is not impeded by columns or piers.” Minor chapels should,
moreover, “be of the same width, length and height and, as far as possible,
similar in all their details”; they should be at least seven cubits (3.05 meters)
deep and as wide as 11 cubits (7.145 meters); and they should also be separated
from the main body of the church by a gate or railing, and have floors raised
above that of the church, with the stairs leading into them made of marble
or solid stone.10 And in accordance with Durandus, all chapels, by definition,
are to be equipped with altars.
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Borromeo’s directives concerning chapels—informed by his desire to
reform church buildings, to make them as dignified as possible, and to provide proper settings for the celebration of Masses—were, of course, ideals, primarily directed at those who were building churches with chapels ex novo.
And although he wished to see his recommendations closely followed, he was
also pragmatic about what could be accomplished in reality. Indeed, in his
native Milan as well as in Rome, his ideals concerning chapels were rarely,
if ever, followed in all their details, as the chapels discussed in this volume
make evident. It is notable, too, that he did not address the various functions
of chapels—beyond being the site for Masses—such as repositories for tombs,
miraculous images, or relics. But the fact that his chapter on “minor chapels”
is more than twice as long as any of those that preceded it indicates the significance he attached to them.11
Their importance as integral parts of churches (both ancient and modern), as well as their variety in size, location, function, decorative program,
and patronage, are vividly demonstrated by the essays in this volume. As noted above, the chapels examined here range in size from a simple aedicula (the
Boncompagni Corcos Chapel) to a colossal templelike structure (the Cappella
Gregoriana). With respect to location, they occupy spaces in early Christian
churches (the Rusticucci and Caetani chapels in Santa Susanna and Santa
Pudenziana, respectively), a late medieval church (the Salviati Chapel in San
Gregorio al Celio), and Renaissance and baroque churches (the Frangipani
Chapel in San Marcello al Corso, the Cybo Chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo,
the Cappella Gregoriana in St. Peter’s, the Boncompagni Corcos Chapel in
Santa Maria in Vallicella, the Spada Chapel in San Girolamo della Carità, and
the chapel of Saint Francis Xavier in the Gesù). In these churches, they can
be found below the chancel (Rusticucci), along the side aisles (Frangipani,
Caetani, and Spada), attached to but separate from the side aisle (Salviati),
in a transept arm (Saint Francis Xavier), in a sacristy (Boncompagni Corcos),
and filling one of the monumental corner spaces of a basilica (Gregoriana).
A number of the chapels served as family burial sites (Frangipani, Caetani,
Spada, and Cybo), one housed the tomb of a pope (Gregoriana), another contained the tomb of its cardinal patron (Rusticucci), two housed venerated
Marian images (Gregoriana and Salviati), and several functioned as reliquary
chapels: the Gregoriana for the remains of Saint Gregory Nazianzenus; the
Rusticucci for the bodies of Saints Gabinius, Susanna, and Felicita; and the
Chapel of Saint Francis Xavier for his right arm and hand. Their decorative
programs are no less varied, but one feature common to the majority of
the chapels is polychrome marble incrustation, as seen in the Gregoriana,
Caetani, Spada, Saint Francis Xavier, and Cybo chapels, or the painted imitation of revetment as found in the Rusticucci and Salviati chapels. And,
finally, with respect to the chapels’ patrons, they included members of the
Capitoline government (Curzio and Mario Frangipani), titular cardinals
(Girolamo Rusticucci and Enrico Caetani), a cardinal acting as commendatory abbot (Antonio Maria Salviati), a cardinal who served as Secretary of State
(Alderano Cybo), a family of converted Jews (the Boncompagni Corcos), an influential papal cleric (Giovanni Francesco Negroni), a pope (Gregory XIII), and
an Oratorian brother and adviser to a pope (Virgilio Spada). Spanning the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the nine chapels discussed in this vol-
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ume are among the most splendid sacred spaces in early modern Rome, and
perhaps more significantly, they represent a cross section of chapel types, reflecting and embodying the most important spiritual, ecclesiastical, social,
and political concerns of the period.
The chapels discussed here also testify to one of the most striking features of early modern Rome: the continuous cycle of preservation, construction, reconstruction, and decoration, which prompted individual patrons
and artists to choose from among a virtual infinite range of architectural
and artistic forms, which could never be governed by a strict set of rules and
regulations. This small but significant group of chapels also vividly demonstrates how such spaces served as the sites for ongoing artistic experimentation and innovation, as well as for the revival of early Christian and medieval
forms—both of which, perhaps paradoxically, could only have been possible
in the papal capital. It is our hope that the essays here will provide readers
with a sense of the esquisitezza, not only of the chapels they examine but of
many others as well, and present Rome, as Giovanni Baglione described it, as
the true “compendium of the marvels of the whole … world.”12
This book of essays began as a two-part session at the 2017 annual meeting of
the Renaissance Society of America in Chicago, organized by Steven F. Ostrow
and Patrizia Tosini, which was dedicated to the theme “Chapels in Roman
Churches between the Cinquecento and Seicento: Form and Meaning.” In selecting the papers for this session, the organizers sought contributors who
would be able to offer a variety of perspectives on this exceptionally rich subject and introduce those in attendance not only to little-studied and overlooked
Renaissance and baroque chapels but also to new readings and interpretations
of some of the best-known early modern chapels in the papal capital.
Although this book is an outgrowth of that session, it is not its “proceedings.” Of the ten scholars who have contributed to this volume, only six
participated in the conference, and in two cases, the subjects of the essays differ from those presented in 2017. And in an effort to expand the parameters of
our examination of Roman chapels, the organizers and Chiara Franceschini,
one of the original speakers, invited contributions from another speaker at
the conference, Guendalina Serafinelli (who had presented a paper in another
session but which was central to our enterprise), and from three other scholars (two of them collaborating on a single essay). It is our hope that their contributions, together with those of the original six, will give readers a deeper understanding of the variety, richness, and complexity of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century Roman chapels—as sacred spaces; as sites for liturgical
celebration, quiet devotion, and pilgrimage; as burial places and reliquary
shrines; and as expressions of individual, familial, and ecclesiastical power
and spirituality.
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Notes
1
Vocabolario degli Accademici
della Crusca 1612, 155: “cappella, luogo
nelle Chiese, dove si pongono gli altari
per celebrare. Lat. sacellum, aedicula,
sacrarium.”
2
Moroni 1853, LX, 132–133, sub
vocem “Sacrario.” Citing Magri’s
Notizia de’ vocaboli, Moroni also defines
Sacrario (Sacrarium) as “anticamente
era denominato anche il luogo vicino
all’Altare, circondato da’ cancelli, ove
soltanto il sacerdote e altri ministri
sagri potevano entrare nel tempo del s.
Sacrificio.”
3
Baldinucci 1681, 28: “Cappella
f. Luogo, o stanza nelle Chiese dove si
pone l’altare. E Cappella dicesi anche
una piccola Chiesina, la quale si chiama
ancora Oratorio.” See also Moroni 1841,
VIII, 95, sub vocem “Cappella.”
4
Durando 1612, Lib. II, 8, De
Sacerdote, 60v: “In plerisq[ue] locis
sacerdotes, capellani vocantur. Nam
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antiquitus reges Franciae ad bella
procedentes, capa[m] B. Martini secum
portabant, quae sub quodam tentorio
servabatur: quod ab ipsa capa dictum est
capella. Et clerici in quorum custodia ipsa
capella erat, inde capellani dicebantur.”
5
See the entry “chapel, n.” in
the Oxford English Dictionary Online
(OED) accessible with subscription
at https://www.oed.com/. See also
the entry for “chapel” in The Catholic
Encyclopedia, which repeats this
etymology: http://www.newadvent.
org/cathen/03574b.htm. An overlooked
aspect of the origin of the chapel, as
both a term and a liturgical space, is
its close connection to a vestment––a
cappa (cape). We are grateful to Kristin
Makholm for bringing this to our
attention.
6
Vocabolario degli Accademici della
Crusca 1691, II, 284.
7
Franceschini 2002, 345–413, esp.
355–357.
8
Rice 1997, 19–23.

9
Borromeo 1577 [1962], I, cap. X,
18. See also the annotated English
translation in Voelker 1977 [2008],
124–125, whose translation we follow
here and below.
10
Borromeo 1577 [1962], I, cap. XIV,
24–29; Voelker 1977, 174–182.
11
As noted by Sénécal 2000, 258.
Despite the virtual impossibility
of regulating church architecture,
a number of churches constructed
in Rome in the last decades of the
sixteenth century, including notably
the Gesù and Santa Maria in Vallicella,
conformed to many of Borromeo’s
“instructions.”
12
Baglione 1642, n.p. (Al Virtuoso
Lettore): “E perché Roma è compendio
delle maraviglie del tutto, per brevità
dell’Opera ho giudicato esser bastevole,
che il solamente l’Opere, che in questa
Città essi formarono, comprenda anche
l’esquisitezza di tutte le altre, che per
il Mondo risplendono; che ciò altrove
l’Arte disperse, qui la Virtù raccolse.”
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